Flash internships are fast-paced, on-site experiences that provide a group of 10 to 15 students a chance to work and network with the top professionals in a given field. These one- to five-day engagements are more than just a fly by—they’re insider, hands-on experiences with depth that shape students’ decisions about the careers they’ll pursue.

We’re excited to collaborate with you to positively impact students’ learning and exploration.

**WHAT IS A FLASH INTERNSHIP?**

**HOW CAN YOU CONTRIBUTE?**

**PROVIDE EXPLORATION**
Give students firsthand insight through group Q&As, one-on-one interactions, behind-the-scenes tours, and networking sessions that provide insider knowledge.

**MAKE IT PROJECT-BASED**
Devise an opportunity for students to collaborate with peers on a substantive project they would encounter as employees.

**STRUCTURED PREP AND REFLECTION**
Work with us to facilitate prep in advance and reflection throughout the experience to ensure the experience is meaningful for both students and hosts.

**SUPPORT EQUAL ACCESS**
Join our donors in supporting students’ equal access regardless of income by offering your resources.

**2018-19 FLASH INTERNSHIPS**

**TECH** | San Francisco | Spring 2018
**SPORTS MEDIA** | New York City | Spring 2018
**ARTS NONPROFITS** | Detroit | Fall 2018
**HOSPITALITY** | Chicago | Fall 2018
**SUSTAINABILITY** | Texas | Spring 2019
**PUBLISHING** | New York City | Spring 2019

Interested to learn more? Contact us at lsa-opphub@umich.edu